Thermal photogrammetry on a permafrost rock wall for the active layer monitoring
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HIGHLIGHTS

• UAV thermal photogrammetry has been used to model the active layer thickness (ALT) on a rock wall.
• Thermal inertia has been converted into ALT.
• Other models underestimate the ALT and the Alpine Permafrost Index Map (APIM) did not match with the ALT distribution.
• The ALT increase of 29.3 cm from 2021 to 2022 is caused by the variable snow accumulation on the rock wall.
• Possible rock mass wasting is expected as well as future changes of topography and ALT.

ABSTRACT

Permafrost and active layer models often cannot explain the high spatial variability, especially in heterogeneous environments like the mountainous regions due to their scarce resolution, paucity of climatic data and topographic details. In this study, we want to introduce a new application of the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) in thermal photogrammetry to model the active layer thickness (ALT) of an alpine rock wall through the computation of the thermal inertia and compare the results with a widespread ALT model. On the Gran Zebù South rock wall, 8 thermal UAV surveys has been conducted in 4 different summer days during 2021-2022 in order to have two 3D thermal models per day at different solar radiation inputs. By analyzing topographic data, visible imagery and the thermal models, the apparent thermal inertias (ATIs) have been converted into heat transfer coefficients (HTCs) and then into ALT of 2021 and 2022. These maps have been validated through the placement of thermistors at different elevations and with variable depths (2, 15 and 40 cm from the rock surface).

The resulting ALT has been compared with the Stefan’s solution and the alpine permafrost index map (APIM), which showed large underestimations and a noncorrespondence with permafrost occurrence. The average ALT increase of 29.3 cm from 2021 to 2022 has been discussed regarding permafrost formation/degradation future trend under the climatic change and potential risks of alpine areas.
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1. Introduction

In the recent years, the climatic change impacts on high-altitude mountains have been high IPCC (IPCC, 2022). The European Alps underwent an increase of air temperature of 0.2–0.7 °C per decade during 2000–2019 (Etzelmüller et al., 2020), that is largely higher than the world average (Pepin et al., 2015). Also, the solid precipitation trend is decreasing with effects on the accumulation and duration of the snow cover, especially at high elevations in the Alps (Kotlarski et al., 2023; Marty et al., 2017). These parameters are two of the most important drivers for the permafrost occurrence and weathering processes, especially in alpine areas (Draebing et al., 2017). In the European Alps permafrost occurrence is thought to be probable above 2500 m a.s.l. (Oliva et al., 2018), where the landscape is majorly composed of bare grounds/rocks or rock walls. In these high-elevations, periglacial processes are widespread (Draebing et al., 2022) and, coupled with the permafrost degradation (Biskaborn et al., 2019; Etzelmüller et al., 2020; Guglielmin et al., 2021a), increase the slope instability leading to hazards and risks (Bommer et al., 2016; Duvillard et al., 2021b, 2019).

Permafrost degradation on the Alps has been demonstrated through boreholes (Guglielmin et al., 2018; Etzelmüller et al., 2020), physical modelling (i.e., Etzelmüller et al., 2022) geophysical soundings (Buckel et al., 2022; Duvillard et al., 2021a; Etzelmüller et al., 2020; Guglielmin et al., 2021b). Remote sensing ( unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) or satellites) has been largely used to detect/map the expression of permafrost through surface characteristics (Jones et al., 2021; Jorgenson and Grosse, 2016; Obu et al., 2020, 2019; Samsonov et al., 2016). Unfortunately, UAV remote sensing advances rely only on the visible effect of permafrost presence on the ground surface (Fraser et al., 2015; van der Sluijs et al., 2018) rather than investigate its thermal conditions. On the Alps, only the Alpine Permafrost Index Map (APIM) topo-climatic model (Boeckli et al., 2012) has been developed as good resolution model despite its old climatic series. It is also important to say that, in the European Alps, physical modelling of permafrost relies on digital terrain models (DTMs) which rarely exceed 5 m of resolution (Draebing et al., 2022) and are therefore inappropriate to represent very steep rock walls. Hence, the solution for detecting permafrost in alpine rock walls remains linked to the use of electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) on the rock walls (Duvillard et al., 2021a; Etzelmüller et al., 2022; Scandroglio et al., 2021) or thermistor chains in boreholes (Etzelmüller et al., 2020; Krautblatter et al., 2010; Magnin et al., 2015a; Magnin et al., 2017). However, these tools will never cover a sufficient number to extrapolate an entire rock wall.

It is for this reason that laser scanners or UAV photogrammetry are mandatory to have a detailed 3D topography of the rock walls that DTM cannot reach; only UVAs’ guarantee a high accessibility to harsh areas (Kurdel et al., 2019). Moreover, the fact that the most advanced airborne cameras can provide multispectral sensor such as the thermal band (Forte et al., 2021; Santin et al., 2023) it is of enormous interest to assess the spatial variability of the surface temperature of rocks (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2016). In this sense, several studies were done concerning thermal photogrammetry that provides thermal 3D models or orthophotos (Bisset et al., 2022; Forte et al., 2021; Santin et al., 2023). It is well known that the surface temperature is a product of the surface energy balance and thus it is dependent on the wind, air temperature, snow cover, surficial moisture (e.g. Oke, 1987; Guglielmin et al., 2003). Therefore, apparently it is hard to relate the surface temperature with the thermal profile, namely permafrost. However, different timing of the acquisition of surface temperatures can provide information about the thermal characteristics of deep layers, for example with the calculation of the thermal inertia that has been addressed to permafrost detection (Bandfield and Feldman, 2008; Nixon, 1990). Thermal inertia calculated from UAV thermal imagery has been used for surficial soil water content (Maltese et al., 2010; Minacapilli et al., 2012), but never for detecting cryotic conditions on Earth. We therefore sustain that the presence of a shallow permafrost table (that is a thin active layer thickness, ALT) would physically alter the vertical propagation of surface heat to the interior, thus being an indicator of the ALT. In this paper, we therefore aim to use a thermal inertia-based index obtained via thermal photogrammetry to detect the rock wall ALT by using UAV thermal imagery, understand the ALT change between 2021 and 2022, compare it with other models and draw future consequences about the South Gran Zembrù peak rock wall.

2. Study area

This studied area is situated in the Ortles-Cevedale group (Central Italian Alps, Italy). The Ortles-Cevedale group is the largest glacierized mountain group of the Italian Alps and is undergoing rapid glacier shrinkage (D’Agata et al., 2014). The object of the study is the Gran Zembrù peak (3857 m a.s.l.) and in particular its southern face, that rises from the top of the Gran Zembrù Eastern glacier tongue (ca. 3300 m a.s.l.) until the summit (Fig. 1). The choice of this summit arises also from the fact that in 2003 the Thurrwieser peak (at ca. 2 km Northwest from the Gran Zembrù) underwent a big rock avalanche induced by permafrost thawing (Pirulli, 2009) on his southern slope.

The Gran Zembrù southern rock wall is composed of carbonatic rocks (dolomite and limestone) with intercalations of fine black limestones (Forte et al., 2021; Montrasio et al., 2012). Furthermore, in the area, there is an important tectonic lineament (Gran Zembrù Thrust) that is still seismically active (Albini et al., 1994).

The area is characterized by a continental Alpine climate (Soncini et al., 2016). Annual precipitation is about 850 mm (40 % falling from June to August) (Leonelli et al., 2017). At the Gran Zembrù Eastern Glacier (3170 m a.s.l.) level the mean annual air temperature (2010–2020) is −2.2 °C, while the total snow accumulation for the hydrological year 2019/2020 is averagely 0.2 m of water equivalent. The mean summer air temperature (JJA) at the same elevation for the same period 2010–2020 is 5.0 °C (Forte et al., 2021).

The average rock wall slope is 46°, while the aspect 177°.

3. Material and methods

3.1. Temperature loggers

During summer 2021, 5 temperature logger sites were installed on the rock wall at different altitudes: each site consisted of one uncalibrated Onset HOBO U23 (0.2 °C of accuracy) logger with 2 thermistors installed at 2 cm of depth from the rock surface (Poniti et al., 2021b) with the help of a portable electric drill. The sites choice was based on the interpretation of the first drone thermal survey: only the snow-free rock faces with surface temperature between 0 and −7 °C were chosen to increase the probability of permafrost occurrence. The 2 channels that composed each logger were installed at the same elevation and at the same aspect and slope as replicate records. Where possible, a similar configuration of aspect and slope was maintained also at the other loggers’ sites except for their elevation. The loggers were set to record every 30 min from 22/08/2021 to 12/10/2022. A summary of the loggers’ settings is shown in Table 1.

In Te, the 2 thermistors were placed at 2 and 1.5 cm of depth in order to have a rock depth thermal gradient useful to calculate the 0 °C isotherm as indicator of the ALT (Guglielmin, 2006). It is true that 2 and 15 cm of depth are not the best choice for the thermal profile extrapolation, but the harsh conditions of the rock wall permitted the operator to carry only a small drill. A deeper borehole was then drilled in Ta thank to its accessibility. There, besides the couple of 2 cm thermistors, a deeper borehole equipped with thermistors in a PVC tube at 2, 15 and 40 cm of depth was installed. Unfortunately, due to a small debris fall, these last thermistors were damaged in 2021 and thus replaced in 2022, permitting the start of logging since 04/08/2022. Likewise, due to the very dangerous conditions of the rock wall, it has not been possible to collect the Tb logger and download its data. An example (Tb) of the
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.

3.2. UAV survey

The photogrammetric acquisition of the summit rock face consisted of several manual UAV flights conducted with a DJI Matrice 210 v2 RTK, that permitted a geotag information per RGB picture with an accuracy of 2 cm. The portable base station was placed at 3050 m a.s.l., close to the automatic weather station at the glacier front (AWS) (Forte et al., 2021). The choice of the surveys' dates was based on the melting of the snow cover from the rock face and the bottom glacier (usually in late July) and before the beginning of the snow season (usually late September). Even though the manual flight is not recommended, the operator manually followed a flight pattern that is similar to the nadiral surveys typical in photogrammetry but conducted vertically and with oblique acquisitions respect to the rock wall (Mineo et al., 2022), trying to maintain the same distance to the rock wall (ca. 300 m) that provided a ground sample distance (GSD) of 7 cm for RGB and 28 cm for the thermal band. The mounted camera was a DJI Zenmuse XT2, able to acquire both RGB images at 12 MP (8 mm of focal length) and thermal (640 × 512 pixels at 7–13.5 μm bandwidth) images (19 mm of focal length) with an accuracy of absolute temperatures of 2.0 °C and a resolution of 0.1 °C. The time-interval of the image acquisition was set every 2 s to guarantee a good overlap between couples of pictures both for the visible and the thermal sensor (>60 %). The total number of pictures taken depended on the flight duration and ranged between 253 (23/07/2021) and 547 (22/07/2022) images per both RGB and thermal bands. The main objective of the UAV surveys was to operate both at the minimum and at the maximum of the solar incoming radiation/surface temperature in order to calculate the apparent thermal inertia (ATI) (Maltese et al., 2010; Minacapilli et al., 2012; Verstraeten et al., 2006) of the rock wall. The experimental design permitted to compare the ATI at the beginning and end of the snow-free season for 2022 and 2021. The 23/07/2021 point cloud details have been shown but not utilized for the analysis because it was much smaller than the whole rock wall due to the limited number of photograms. Moreover, because of the logistic effort and the rapidly changing weather conditions, not all the surveys were conducted at the absolute maximum and minimum rock surface temperature (RST), keeping in mind that in this alpine region the minimum surface temperature is reached just before the sunrise (Ponti et al., 2018). However, at the closest AWS the incoming solar radiation (W m⁻²) and ground surface temperature (°C) maxima and minima well resembled all the surveys’ span of time (Table 2).

The calibration of the thermal images was computed via linear regression with the most surficial thermistors (R² > 0.72, p < 0.01), therefore, since the relative temperatures were more important and accurate than the absolute temperatures, the emissivity value of the rock surface was negligible and kept to 1.0 (Heinl et al., 2012; Kraaijenbrink et al., 2018).

3.3. Data analysis

3.3.1. Temperature analyses

At the thermistors locations, and based on the hydrological year 2021–2022, it was calculated the mean annual rock surface temperature...
(MARST), the Thawing Degree Days (TDD) and Freezing Degree Days (FDD) (Molau and Mølgaard, 1996).

Using the Ta thermal daily gradient (GA) from 15 and 40 cm of depth, it has been possible to extrapolate ALT (as maximum depth of the $0^\circ$C isotherm). GA was then used to extrapolate the ALT in Te from the maximum daily mean at 15 cm, assuming that this gradient can be considered constant throughout the rock wall due to the quite good homogeneity of the rock. In a same way, also the Ta GA from 2 and 40 cm of depth (GA2) was computed and used to extrapolate the ALT in Tc and Td from the maximum daily means at 2 cm. In addition, each site was equipped with a quadrat (20 × 20 cm) of aluminum tape to make the location recognizable from the aerial thermal images thank to its high reflection property (Grechi et al., 2021).

Air TDD (TDDa) and mean annual air temperature (MAAT) at the sites were calculated through a lapse-rate elevation gradient using 3 different closest AWSs ($R^2 > 0.99$) (Ponti et al., 2021a). The snow duration was obtained by counting the days with a smooth pattern of daily temperature variation (daily range < $0.5^\circ$C) and the zero-curtain duration (Ponti and Guglielmin, 2021) by counting the days with daily variations between 0.2 and $-0.2^\circ$C (accuracy of the thermistor).

### Table 2
Timings of the UAV surveys and number of images acquired in relation to the maximum and minimum RS energy input expressed as RSTs ($^\circ$C) and solar radiation at the AWS (W m$^{-2}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Number of photos</th>
<th>Weather conditions around the summit</th>
<th>Surface temperature ($^\circ$C) min (time) - max (time) at Te</th>
<th>Radiation (W m$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23/07/2021</td>
<td>08:45–09:00</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>3.5 (06:30) – 26.3 (16:00)</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23/07/2021</td>
<td>12:15–12:30</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>1.9 (08:00) – 15.0 (13:00)</td>
<td>0.6 (06:30) – 908 (11:00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/09/2021</td>
<td>10:30–10:45</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>Partially cloudy</td>
<td>5.9 (07:00) – 30.5 (14:00)</td>
<td>0.6 (05:30) – 1098.1 (14:00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/07/2022</td>
<td>09:15–09:35</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>–0.1 (09:00) – 0.3 (16:30)</td>
<td>0.6 (07:00) – 751 (13:30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/07/2022</td>
<td>12:10–12:20</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/09/2022</td>
<td>06:30–06:45</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22/09/2022</td>
<td>14:45–15:00</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2. Thermography and proposed model

The acquired thermal images (radiometric jpgs (RJPG)) were firstly converted into .TIFF files thank to the software ImageJ (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) and in particular its plugin ThermImageJ (https://github.com/gtatters/ThermImageJ). This procedure allowed to convert multiple .JPG into .TIFF files with temperature values readable by Metashape and ArcGIS. Subsequently, the raw .TIFF images were imported in Agisoft Metashape 1.8 and displayed as stretched color temperatures through the tool Set Raster Transform. Here, the images were treated with a typical structure from motion workflow (Nesbit and Hugenholtz, 2019; Ponti et al., 2021c; Ponti and Guglielmin, 2021; Scaioni et al., 2021).
2019) (without ground control points) operated on radiometric data (Grechi et al., 2021). Indeed, the bundle adjustment algorithm works well even with single-band images with stretched values and not RGB digital numbers (DN). The result was an unfiltered 3D thermal point cloud without georeferenced system, in fact. RJPG images cannot contain a geotag information (DJI communication). Therefore, geotagged RGB images from the best (good weather, high number of images and tie points and no shadows/snow) drone survey were also run in Metashape to obtain a georeferenced 3D RGB point cloud that was used as reference cloud. Indeed, all the thermal 3D point clouds were imported in CloudCompare 2.13 (www.cloudcompare.org) as .PLY files and then co-registered onto the georeferenced RGB cloud selecting at least 5 control points through the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method (Maset et al., 2017). This process permitted to have a root mean square error (RMSE) of the alignment procedure and minimize the errors (Table 3).

Once registered, the best minimum common thermal point cloud (13/09/2021) was selected and the scalar values of the other thermal entities (temperatures) were assigned to it with the Scalar Field function (Guilbert et al., 2020). In this way, it was possible to calculate the temperature differences of different days on the same point cloud. Similarly, the RGB point cloud was converted in reflectance values according to Rippin et al. (2015). The assumption consists in a direct relationship between the signal recorded by the camera and the surface albedo or reflectance. This is justified because most of the energy reflected by many materials, including snow, is in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum (Corripio, 2004). The digital numbers (DNs) of R, G and B bands of the point cloud were then summed and converted in reflectance (0–1) as proxy of the albedo at each point (Rippin et al., 2015). To strengthen the relationship between image DN and albedo we validated through linear regression the relation with different color rock samples in the field with a portable camera and a portable pyranometer. With these data we were allowed to calculate the 3D spatial ATI $(\text{°C}^{-1})$ of the investigated days according to the formula:

$$\text{ATI} = (1 - A) \cdot \Delta T^{-1}$$  

(1)

where $A$ is the albedo and $\Delta T$ $(\text{°C})$ the surface temperature range for a selected day (Maltese et al., 2010).

In this study, due to the difficulties of assessing the rock properties (thermal conductivity, and specific heat), we decided to rely on the ATI as proxy of the real thermal inertia (Maltese et al., 2010; Minacapilli et al., 2012; Verstraeten et al., 2006). Thermal inertia and ATI depend on the porosity of the substrate that is here generally quite low (not far from here in the same lithology, porosity was measured to be always lower than 5 %, Guglielmii et al., 2018) and by the water and ice content that are more variable. We therefore averaged the ATI values calculated for the 3 different dates (13/09/2021, 22/07/2022, 22/09/2022).

Because ATI itself is an indicator of the variability of the rock temperature (thus a thermal property of the rock), we decided to transform it into the heat transfer coefficient (HTC), that is the multiplication of ATI per a flux of incoming energy (Robertson, 1988) which better explains the transmission of the heat flux in depth. This passage firstly permits to solve the equation (HTC = ATI * heat flux) to have a correct unit of measure (W m$^{-2}$ °C$^{-1}$). Secondly, the addition of an energy flux permits to have an indicator of the surface energy balance and its spatial variability on the rock wall. Therefore, we used the daily (at the date of the maximum thaw depth) potential solar radiation (W m$^{-2}$) obtained from the DEM in ArcGIS 10.8 as index of the different incoming heat flux for 2021 and 2022. In this way, ALT relates with HTC because it is the expression of the heat flux capability to reach inner rock layers (Fig. 3). Therefore, successively, we multiplied the 3D point clouds in CloudCompare to have a spatial distribution the HTC: the averaged ATI multiplied by the potential solar radiation at the different dates. Finally, we used a linear regression derivation from the observation points (thermistors) to transform the 2021 and 2022 HTCs into a continuous spatial distribution of ALTs.

The performance of the modelled ALT was conducted by R$^2$ and p-value, while the validation consisted of a 5-fold cross validation performed on randomly selected 3-sample test sets, of which we checked the R$^2$, p-value, mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error (RMSE) (Colombo et al., 2023; Kenner et al., 2019; Magnin et al., 2019).

3.3.3. ALT classical modelling

Our proposal of ALT calculation (spatially distributed) was compared with the Stefan’s solution (Zhang et al., 2005), that permits to calculate ALT from the TDDa (La Cour Bohr et al., 2015), when the surface TDD are not known:

$$\text{ALT} = E \cdot \sqrt{(Nt \cdot PRI \cdot TDDa)}$$  

(2)

where $Nt$ are the N-factor of thaw (unitless), TDDa is the air degree-days of thaw (°C day), PRI is the potential radiation index (unitless) and $E$ is the edaphic factor (Nelson and Outcalt, 1987):

$$E = \sqrt{((Kt \cdot S) / (Pb \cdot w \cdot L))}$$  

(3)

where $Kt$ is the thermal conductivity of the dolostone (4.92 W m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) (Guglielmim et al., 2018) and assumed to be constant (Magnin et al., 2017), $S$ is a scale factor (86,400 s day$^{-1}$), Pb is the bulk density of the dolostone (kg m$^{-3}$), w is the water content of dolostone (kg kg$^{-1}$) and L is the latent heat of fusion (333,660 J kg$^{-1}$) (Zhang et al., 2005).

With the average $Nt$ obtained from the 4 thermistors (7.5), it is therefore possible to calculate a spatial distribution of the ALT from the TDDa. TDDa were indeed extrapolated throughout the rock wall using the linear regression lapse-rate equation of the 3 closest AWSs (y = −1.2348x + 4309.1, R$^2$ = 0.99).

Moreover, also the surface TDD were used, not $Nt$-corrected, with the same formula, by assuming that the surface TDD relates with the elevation of the sites through a linear regression (y = −1.1653x + 4808.7, R$^2$ = 0.83).

The dolostone density and water content have been tested in laboratory after collecting surface (0–10 cm) samples (2 samples per site) from all the thermistors’ sites. The averages are, respectively, 2312 kg m$^{-3}$ and 0.0031 kg kg$^{-1}$.

4. Results

4.1. Temperature data

The RST inter-site differences are quite strong during the summer, while quite similar in winter. In the two summers available (although the 2021 is not complete) the RST is almost independent by the air
temperature because some sites (Ta and Td in 2021 and Td also in 2022) exceeded 6 °C respect the maximum air temperature (9.7 °C on 14/08/21 and 10.2 °C on 20/7/2022) but the others (Tc and Te) showed RST lower or equal to the air temperature in 2021 and only 2–3 °C warmer than air temperature in 2022 (Fig. 4).

If we consider the mean annual RST (MARST) in the hydrological year (2021–22), it is quite variable, ranging between −2.8 °C in Te and +1.4 °C in Ta, as well as the TDD ranging between 524 (Te) and 1072 °C day (Ta) (Table 4). Despite the calculated MARST at the lowest elevation (Ta) and at the highest elevation (Te) was respectively the highest (+1.4 °C) and the lowest (−2.8 °C) MARST, the MARST did not follow an altitudinal trend like the MAAT. Indeed, Td, despite its higher elevation (3570 m a.s.l.), showed a warmer temperature (−0.4 °C) than Tc (−2.3 °C), located 100 m lower. MARSTs were warmer than MAATs of a minimum of 3.6 °C (Tc) and a maximum of 6.1 °C (Ta). The PRI indicated that Tc and Td absorbed more radiation than Ta and Te, as also observed from the potential incoming radiation at the ALT dates (2021 and 2022) that were maximum for Tc (6646.1 and 7315.8 W m⁻²) and minimum for Ta (5347.0 and 5449.1 W m⁻²). The snow days, independently from MARST, were maximum at Te (230) and minimum at Tc (83).

A variable zero-curtain period was observed, generally between the earliest 21/04/22 and the latest day 22/06/22. It ranged from 4 days (Tc) to a maximum of 38 days in Ta.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation that illustrates the association of the thermal parameters to yield the ALT.

![Diagram](image.png)

Fig. 4. Mean daily RSTs at the thermistors’ sites compared with the mean daily air temperature at the AWS (3050 m a.s.l.). a) Ta, b) Tc, c) Td, d) Te.
As a consequence of a warmer and anticipated summer in 2022, the ALT (among the sites) occurred between 18 and 20/07/2022, while in 2021 occurred between 21/08 and 25/09/2021. In 2021, ALT ranged between 121.5 cm in Tc and 226.6 cm in Td, while in 2022 between 171.1 (Tc) and 234.9 (Td). Because of the warmer summer, ALT was averagely greater in 2022 than 2021 (+45.8 cm) with the largest variation in Te (+79.5 cm), except in Ta where it was reduced of 17.5 cm.

4.2. Thermal data by thermography

From the RGB 3D model, the average albedo was extracted at each site, ranging from 0.51 (Td) to 0.64 (Tc), a plausible range for dolostone (Galvao and Vitorello, 1995). The remotely sensed daily surface temperature range was highly dependent on the timing of acquisition, however, for each acquisition, the highest values were in Tc (from 20.4 to 36.6 °C), while the lowest in Ta in 2021 (13.03 °C) and in Te in 2022 (12.1–21.9 °C). Due to this variability and the variation of the albedo, the ATI changed both in space and time. However, a similar pattern was obtained for the 2 dates in 2022, which showed the minima in Tc (0.0245 and 0.0184 °C−1) and the maxima in Ta (0.0343 and 0.0304 °C−1), while in 2021 the maximum was obtained in Td (0.0167 °C−1) and the minimum in Ta (0.0103 °C−1). Averagely, ATI was lower of 0.013 °C−1 in 2021 than 2022 (Table 4).

A more detailed pattern of the ATI spatio-temporal variation is visible in Fig. 5. Here, it is clear that ATI on the 22/07/2022 is always followed by Te (0.0228 °C−1) and the maximum ATI on the 22/09/2022 was obtained in Td (0.0167 °C−1), followed by Te (0.0228 °C−1), Td (0.0226 °C−1) and Tc (0.0177 °C−1).

Table 4

Thermal and topographical characterization of the sites calculated from both the thermistors data and the UAV flights.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Ta</th>
<th>Tc</th>
<th>Td</th>
<th>Te</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAT at the thermistor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARST °C</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDD °C</td>
<td>107.5</td>
<td>648.7</td>
<td>762.3</td>
<td>523.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDD °C</td>
<td>−569.8</td>
<td>−1499.5</td>
<td>−915.1</td>
<td>−1549.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-curtain days</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRI</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential radiation W m−2</td>
<td>5347.0</td>
<td>6464.1</td>
<td>6417.3</td>
<td>5898.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT date 2021</td>
<td>21/08/2021</td>
<td>21/08/2021</td>
<td>21/08/2021</td>
<td>25/09/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT range cm 20/07/22</td>
<td>221.6</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>226.6</td>
<td>107.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST range 13/09/22</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>14.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI 13/09/21 °C−1</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI 2022 °C−1</td>
<td>0.0343</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST range 22/07/22 °C−1</td>
<td>0.0343</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATI 22/07/22 °C−1</td>
<td>0.0304</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>0.0242</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. ATIs (°C−1) extracted from the UAV flights (both RGB and thermal) at the thermistors’ sites for all the dates in which the surveys were conducted.

2500.0 and 7787.6 W m−2, with an average of 6295.0. The highest frequency radiation accounted for 6700–7000 W m−2 and was related to the DEM, specifically to the slope and aspect of the rock wall. Indeed, very steep or shadow areas registered the lowest solar radiation, such as the mid to bottom-mid elevation part. The maximum difference of RST recorded on the 22/09/2022 showed a very different pattern from the albedo and solar radiation. The minimum temperature range was 10.0 °C, while the maximum 44.0 °C, with an average of 25.3 °C. The most frequent difference of temperatures ranged between 23.6 and 25.8 °C. It is observable that the highest ranges were recorded at the lowest part of the rock wall, where some rock debris is present, while the smallest at the troughs where shadows last for almost the entire day. The average ATI depended on the albedo and the single-day RST differences and ranged between 0.0 and 0.05 °C−1, with an average of 0.026 °C−1. The most frequent values set between 0.02 and 0.023 °C−1, with the lowest values at the bottom (debris) and top-western sector (light dolostone), while the highest at central (shadow and darker dolostone) and top part (relatively dark dolostone) of the rock wall. This showed an opposite pattern respect to the albedo that it is due to the ATI formula.

We found that, grouping 2021 and 2022 observations (total of 8 cases), ALT well related with the HTC. We excluded 3 random observations from the dataset (Ta,e for 2021 and 2022) in order to have the 1st-fold calibration (5 observations) and validation (3 observations) sets and define the chosen model. The linear regression between ALT and HTC showed a good calibration (R2 = 0.9, p < 0.02) of the model with the equation expressed in Fig. 7. The cross validation of the model showed an average R2 of 0.97 with an average RMSE and MAE of 18.5 and 15.3 cm, respectively (data shown in Section 5.1).

Fig. 8 shows the spatially distributed products HTC for 2022 and modelled ALTs for the years 2021 and 2022 by using the equation showed in Fig. 7. The HTC for 2022, that is the mean inter-annual ATI and the cumulative potential solar radiation at the ALT date, ranged between 35 and 300 W m−2 °C−1 with an average value of 148.8 W m−2 °C−1 (median of 138.5) and the highest number of points (>95 %) ranged between 120 and 140 W m−2 °C−1. Only the <1 % of the points was <69 W m−2 °C−1, while the >99 % was >269.9 W m−2 °C−1. It is important to notice that a similar pattern of ATI is showed, with the lowest values in correspondence of the bottom (debris) and top-western sector (light dolostone), while the highest at central (shadow and darker dolostone) and top part (relatively dark dolostone) of the rock wall. Differently from ATI, the central part is dominated by mid values, whereas the top part is characterized by both low and high intensities. A similar pattern is maintained in the ALT distribution after the application of the linear regression model. Indeed, the regression produced ALT values with an average of 198.7 cm (median of 179.7) and the (>95 %) ranging between 125 and 175 cm in 2021, while with an average of 228.0 cm (median of 200.0) and (>95 %) ranging between 150 and 200 cm in 2022.
Differently from what expected, the ALT did not follow an altitudinal trend, rather, both very high and low thicknesses were found at high and low elevations. Except for the bottom-eastern border, the whole top part is constituted of a high spatial variation, apparently dominated by a horizontal gradient that leads low values from West to high values at East, getting closer to the top glacier. Oppositely, this gradient is not visible at the central or bottom part, where values remain relatively mid or low, respectively. However, the same high thicknesses were present at the bottom border next to the Eastern Gran Zebrù glacier. Snow patches were persistent at the bottom-western limit of the rock wall and here values reduced, despite the presence of the glacier body below the snow and debris.

The comparison between ALT 2021 and 2022 shows that, at a first glance, the areas with the maximum thickness remained the same, however, what really incremented is the green class, indicating an increase from 0–200 cm to 200–400 cm, especially in the central and the bottom-right parts (Fig. 8).

Concerning ALT change between 2021 and 2022, the highest number of points (>95 %) lays between 25 and 35 cm of ALT increase both on rock and debris and the mean value is 29.3 cm (median of 27.7). Higher values (>50 cm, up to 200 cm) are found at the mid-elevation eastern sector, where the shape of the rock wall starts to change aspect (towards East), or at the top-eastern part, where the contact with the glacier is closer. The same happens at the contact with the bottom glacier, similarly to the maximum ALT of 2022. Surprisingly, some areas showed a decrease of ALT, up to 90 cm, both at low and high elevations, but mainly at the western part of the rock wall. Moreover, from the 3D view, the lowest values correspond to the steepest part of the rock wall that will be treated in the discussion. It is also interesting to notice that the areas subjected to a decrease of ALT were areas with a thinner ALT (0–200 cm), whereas the areas with thick ALT (>600 cm) underwent a considerable increase (>100 cm) (Fig. 9).

4.3. Comparison with other models

There are two possible ways to model the ALT with the Stefan’s equation: either to use the ground surface TDD (Hrabáček et al., 2020) or the TDDa corrected with the N-factor (Zhang et al., 2005). The average N-factor among the sites resulted to be 7.5 and it was used to convert the TDDa into TDD at the rock surface (RS TDD) along the rock wall. Above 3490 m a.s.l. the TDDa are absent all year long and, therefore, according to the Stefan’s equation that used the TDDa, the ALT is 0 and permafrost is on the surface (Fig. 10c). In this way we obtained an ALT ranging from 0.71 to 207.4 cm with an average of 131.8 cm and permafrost at the rock surface above 3490 m a.s.l. Conversely, the RS TDD were all positive and
this indicated a theoretical discrepancy between the two approaches. As a result of the RS TDD application, the ALT along the rock wall ranged between 11.5 and 205.3 cm with an average of 163.7 cm (Fig. 10b). An altitudinal gradient is barely visible, but also dominated by the effect of the PRI. In general, the Stefan's ALT resulted to be almost one order of magnitude smaller than the thermal model (Fig. 10a). Moreover, this different result masked the previously described horizontal gradient and the variability at the snow and glacier borders (Fig. 8). However, below 3490 m a.s.l., a wider range of Stefan's TDDa ALT is present compared to the RS TDD ALT. For TDDa the altitudinal pattern is more evident than RS TDD, but both show a slight increase of thickness at the bottom glacier border, similarly to what proposed in our model. In order to evaluate the relation between the ALT and the permafrost presence, the APIM (Boeckli et al., 2012) shows a likely presence of permafrost at the central western sector, where the proposed model shows both high and low ALT values (Fig. 10d). More interestingly, the stripe-shaped area of permafrost “in nearly all conditions” maintains a certain distance from the 2 glaciers, almost indicating that the presence of a glacial body
disfavors the formation of permafrost. However, this pattern is not visible, at least, in the modelled ALT (Fig. 10a). Indeed, one would expect shallower ALTs throughout the most probable permafrost conditions.

5. Discussion

5.1. Uncertainties and assumptions

The major assumptions of the proposed model lays on the thermistors thermal gradient used to assess the in situ ALT. Beside the fact that we used different gradients per site (see Section 3.3.1), we also rely on the gradients found in other studies. For instance, Magnin et al. (2015b) found that boreholes at similar elevation but different aspects had not big difference of thermal gradients within the first 2 m of depth. Likewise, Nigrelli et al. (2022) found that the thermal gradient between 30 and 50 cm did not significantly vary at different aspects and same slopes. This could mean that elevation, slope and aspect substantially affect the source of the heat flux (surface temperature) and less likely the inner thermal gradient for the same lithology. Moreover, the small amount of water content (ranging between 0.0015 and 0.006 kg kg\(^{-1}\)), rock density (ranging between 2.10 and 2.46 kg m\(^{-3}\)) and rock porosity (ranging between 0.06 and 0.67 %) that we obtained at each site could not affect the thermal gradient significantly. At the same way, due to the homogeneity of the rock surface (no big fractures) at the sites, the lateral heat flux can be negligible, differently from Magnin et al. (2015b) and Rico et al. (2021).

Other studies placed a similar number of thermistors (3 to 5) (Nigrelli et al., 2022; Rico et al., 2021; Hipp et al., 2014), even though they were located at different aspects (NW to SE) (Hipp et al., 2014). Here, we focused on the representation of a South-exposed rock wall with the thermistors’ aspect ranging from SE to SW, similarly to Rico et al. (2021) (4 thermistors N to NE).

Concerning the thermistors’ measurements, the manufacturer (Onset) declares an accuracy of 0.2 °C from 0 to 50 °C and 0.25 °C from –40 to 0 °C. These specifications are in line with other works which calibrated iButtons (accuracy of 0.5 °C) down to an accuracy of 0.25 °C (e.g. Draebing et al., 2017).

Since the thermal images did not contain the position information (geotag), differently from the RGB images, we had to register the thermal onto the RGB point clouds. We therefore obtained a range of RMSE of 2.07–3.58 m that is negligible because we did not rely on an absolute coordinate system and, more importantly, this range is undetectable considering the whole dimensions of the investigated rock wall. 

Fig. 10. 2D comparison of the ALT for our proposed thermal model (a) and ALT obtained through the Stefan's equation with RS TDD (b), air TDD (c). (d) Instead shows the probability of permafrost occurrence according to APIM.
Moreover, the registration errors could not affect the values extracted from the clouds in correspondence of the thermistors since an average of surrounding pixels was picked.

Another assumption consists in the albedo calculation of the rock wall. The obtained range (0.03–0.99) does not fit the naturality of landscapes, but it is more likely that single pixels' high (total) reflectivity may come from the clouds in correspondence of the thermistors since an average of the obtained range did not compromise the final ALT result. Indeed, the pixels frequency distribution showed that the extreme albedo values (>0.8 and <0.2) had a very low frequency (1% each).

Another weakness of the proposed model lays on the fact that we used the potential solar radiation at the date of the maximum thaw depth (AL). It is improbable that a single-day heat flux caused such thaw depth but rather it is a seasonal effect of the surface energy balances. However, we wanted to rely on an easily accessible parameter that resumed the topographic characteristics of the rock wall and kept the model reproducible (Kenner et al., 2019; Magnin et al., 2019; Hipp et al., 2014).

The totality of observations of our model consisted of 8 samples that we split up into 5 random couples of training sets (5 samples) and test sets (3 samples) to be able to calculate the \( R^2 \) for the test sets, that is a stronger solution than having 1-sample test sets (Kenner et al., 2019; Magnin et al., 2019). The chosen model (one of the training sets' linear regressions) had the most similar equation coefficients (m and q) to the linear regression model of the whole dataset but higher \( R^2 \) (Table 5). Moreover, the average RMSE and MAE indicated errors that are in line to other research studies (Zhang et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2017) and representing less than the 10% of the average ALT, even though the p-values were not all significant due to the reduced dataset (Table 5) but never treated elsewhere (Colombo et al., 2023; Kenner et al., 2019; Magnin et al., 2019).

### 5.2. ALT modelling and comparison

In this study thermal inertia and potential solar radiation are the most important parameters affecting ALT. Even though the effect of solar radiation is well demonstrated (e.g. Guglielmin and Cannone, 2012), it is the first time that thermal inertia is applied to monitor the characteristics of permafrost (ALT). Little was done to map permafrost using this property. The only research was conducted upon Mars (Bandfield and Feldman, 2008; Paige, 1992; Paige and Keegan, 1994). The results we obtained agree with the northern hemisphere of Mars at low latitudes, where high surface thermal inertia (or HTC) and lower albedo were associated to greater permafrost depths, thus thicker AL. Consequently, the high values of HTC associated with greater ALT can be explained by the energy transfer: a higher surface thermal inertia means that the rock surface is minorly affected by the above thermal fluctuations and therefore the absorbed energy is conducted into the deeper layers faster. Conversely, if the thermal inertia is low, it means that all the above energy flux is converted into temperature fluctuations of the surface and the heat transmission cannot reach deeper layers easily (Bandfield and Feldman, 2008).

Our results demonstrate that the entire Gran Zebù South face is in permafrost condition. Indeed, maximum ALTs in the Alps have been recorded to reach 10 (Magnin et al., 2015a), 12.1 (PERMOS, 2022) and up to 15 m (Draebing et al., 2017; Draebing et al., 2014). If we consider similar locations on the Alps, it is possible to notice that the ALT in bedrocks for a recent period (2011–2022) ranges between 3.6 and 10.4 m, thus comparable with our results (between 0 and 10 m) (Table 6). Such few extreme values were reached due to low radiation zones caused by permanently shadow conditions (fractures) (Magnin et al., 2015a) or high potential radiation towards the top of the summit, never being shadowed by the peak topographic profile.

It is also important to underline that other simple models (Stefan's solution) can be applicable in alpine/mountainous areas (Bonnaveventure and Lamoureux, 2013; Riseborough et al., 2008), but the choice of air/surface temperatures could change the results drastically (Fig. 10). Both TDDa and surface TDD underestimated the ALT and especially the TDDa provided permanently frozen surfaces that are not possible without a permanent snow/glacier cover. The use of air temperatures for ALT and permafrost modelling should be considered carefully (Bonnaveventure and Lamoureux, 2012). Confirming this issue, for instance, in Antarctica it has been demonstrated that no evident air warming trends led to ALT thickening in any case (e.g. Guglielmin and Cannone, 2012).

The best available permafrost model for the Alps (APIM) (Boeckli et al., 2012) helps giving an idea of the permafrost occurrence in the Alps and it is a useful mean of comparison (Magnin et al., 2015a), even though it is dated (Ponti et al., 2021a) and, in this spatial context, it is too coarse to represent the local scale variability (Ettelmüller, 2013). Therefore, relying on UAV permits to increase the resolution even better than the minimum metric resolution required (Magnin, 2015).

Here, we found a complex variability of ALT values close to the glaciers limits differently from what the APIM (Boeckli et al., 2012) and Magnin et al. (2015a) generally found. Indeed, while the first model shows low probability of permafrost close to the glaciers’ limits, the second forecasts the opposite. In our case, a variety of values along the glacier limits could simply reflect the recently exposed subglacial topography (aspect and slope).

We also agree with the fact that MAGST (MARST) is not a good indicator of permafrost occurrence (Magnin et al., 2015b) since at 3230 m a.s.l. (Ta) a positive annual average and also an ALT of 204.1 cm (2022) that is not the maximum modelled in the study area) were obtained. This decoupling effect could be related to the fact that very local favorable conditions are maintained in depth by fractures (Hasler et al., 2011; Magnin et al., 2019). Moreover, we found a distribution pattern of both MARST and ALT that did not follow an elevation trend, oppositely to Rico et al. (2021) and Magnin et al. (2015a). Indeed, Td MARST was considerably warmer than Ta (1.9 °C) and ALT spatial distribution varied more horizontally than vertically. It is well demonstrated that the topography of summits can explain the distribution of surface temperatures and heat fluxes especially on sharp crests (Magnin et al., 2015a) turning into an ALT variability (Magnin et al., 2015b) that does not follow the elevation. Keeping in mind that not only elevation but also aspect and slope are very important for permafrost distribution (Draebing et al., 2022; Myhra et al., 2017), Table 7 wants to clarify the topographic relationship with ALT. Except of local decreases of ALT probably due to air ventilation in fractures (Hasler et al., 2011; Magnin et al., 2015b) ranges between 3.6 and 10.4 m, thus comparable with our results (between 0 and 10 m) (Table 6). Such few extreme values were reached due to low radiation zones caused by permanently shadow conditions (fractures) (Magnin et al., 2015a) or high potential radiation towards the top of the summit, never being shadowed by the peak topographic profile.

The results we obtained agree with the northern hemisphere of Mars at low latitudes, where high surface thermal inertia (or HTC) and lower albedo were associated to greater permafrost depths, thus thicker AL. (Bandyfield and Feldman, 2008; Putzig et al., 2005). On the rock wall, the high values of HTC associated with greater ALT can be explained by the energy transfer: a higher surface thermal inertia means that the rock surface is minorly affected by the above thermal fluctuations and therefore the absorbed energy is conducted into the deeper layers faster. Conversely, if the thermal inertia is low, it means that all the above energy flux is converted into temperature fluctuations of the surface and the heat transmission cannot reach deeper layers easily (Bandfield and Feldman, 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details of the proposed linear regression model with the equation's coefficients and the statistical parameters of each ( k_0 )-fold of the cross validation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_0 )-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole dataset model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected model (training set, 5 samples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test sets (3 samples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross validation Mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
et al., 2015b; Rico et al., 2021), it is highlighted how there is no a clear trend with aspect showing maximum ALT at East and minimum at West probably because of the local weather conditions. Indeed, the Italian Alps are generally characterized by mornings with clearer sky compared to afternoons with greater atmospheric instability (Gladich et al., 2011)

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location in the Alps</th>
<th>Mean elevation (m a.s. L)</th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>ALT (m)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schilthorn</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Micaeous shales</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>PERMOS, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stelvio</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Dolostone</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>Ettelmüller et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockhorn</td>
<td>3379</td>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Gently South</td>
<td>Albite–muscovite schists</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>PERMOS, 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont Blanc Massif</td>
<td>3753</td>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>South, 55° slope</td>
<td>Porphyritic granite</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>Magini et al., 2015b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cime Bianche</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Slightly westward</td>
<td>Garnetiferous micaeous calcshists</td>
<td>3.6–5.4</td>
<td>Pogliotti et al., 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gran Zebù</td>
<td>3512</td>
<td>Bedrock</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>South, 46° slope</td>
<td>Dolostone</td>
<td>2.3 (average)</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALT increase from 2021 to 2022 averagely accounted for 29.3 cm with maximum values up to 200 cm. Apart from localized areas which underwent thinning due to very steep rock facets with a little winter snow accumulation (Draebing et al., 2017; Magini et al., 2015b; Magini et al., 2019; Pogliotti et al., 2015) or long snow persistence in fractures, the general trend of ALT thickening is remarkable. Such a big average increase in a short time is not common on the Alps and not even

### Table 7

Spatial distribution of the ALT in 2022 and the ALT change between 2021 and 2022 according to the classified aspects and slopes occurring at the rock wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
<th>Mean (cm)</th>
<th>STD (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALT 2022 Aspect</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>225.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>325.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>229.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>173.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope 0–18</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>391.5</td>
<td>388.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–41</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>257.7</td>
<td>199.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–60</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>227.8</td>
<td>221.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–90</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>193.7</td>
<td>135.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT Change Aspect</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>112.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope 0–18</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–41</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–60</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–90</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.3. Trend and future risks

For the future scenario, at constant topography and assuming no wind drift snow, if the winter snowfalls will decrease in future (Kotlarski et al., 2023; Marty et al., 2017), we could possibly face a reduction of the ALT and then permafrost formation (Smith et al., 2022; Zhang, 2005). On the other hand, the anticipation of the maximum thawing date is widespread in the Alps (PERMOS, 2022) and we confirm it here (reaching one month). This can counteract the cooling gained during the winter (Magini et al., 2015b). The overall ALT thickening occurred mostly on gentle slopes (Table 7) that were able to accumulate thicker snowpack (Draebing et al., 2017; Magini et al., 2015b; Pogliotti et al., 2015).

Here a good linear regression \( ALT_{change} = -1.1896 \times \text{slope} + 85.525, R^2 = 0.46, p < 0.001 \) between ALT change and the steepness suggests how the steepest rock wall sectors meet little increase of ALT probably due to the small variation of snow cover (that cannot be accumulated due to the steepness). This fact, coupled with the reduction of winter snowfalls (Kotlarski et al., 2023; Marty et al., 2017), will cause a stronger thickening on the gentler slopes that is an ALT change in excess of 1.18 cm degree \(^{-1}\) from 90° to 0°. This topic has a particular value in relation to the evolution of alpine ridges. Indeed, glacial valley and ridge profiles weathering trend will affect the mountain slopes through rock mass wasting (Augustinus, 1995), for instance steepening the mountain ridges (Delaloye, 2008; Evans and Cagule, 1994; Gubit, 1960). If ALT thickening produces large rock mass wasting (Legay et al., 2021; Ravanel et al., 2017), which in turn affects and steepens the ridges, this would be treated as a negative feedback of climate change on alpine permafrost, reaching an equilibrium and permafrost formation sooner or later. Similarly, the glaciers shrinking (thinning) future trend (Sommer et al., 2020) would expose quasi-vertical fresh rock walls which will favor the ALT thinning, thus permafrost formation and stabilization of the rock (Wegmann et al., 1998) through a negative feedback. Conversely, the total disappearance of glaciers will create gentle slopes at the ex-glacier bottom and thus sufficiently great winter snow pack accumulation able to increase the ALT. However, these speculations could be founded depending on the spatio-temporal redistribution of the snow on the slopes (Draebing et al., 2017; Myrha et al., 2017; Pogliotti et al., 2015) and on the duration of the summer warming (snow-free period). Assuming as future trend a decrease of winter precipitation on the Alps (Kotlarski et al., 2023; Marty et al., 2017) and steepening of south-faced slopes as consequence of air warming (Zwieback, 2021), mountainous areas will definitively undergo changes that will be related both to the formation and degradation of permafrost with complex interactions (Draebing et al., 2022, 2017).
verticalization of the rock wall, aggradation of permafrost will in any case be subjected to climate change and therefore be potential for rock failures (Draebing et al., 2022).

6. Conclusions

In this research study we highlighted the importance of using UAVs for the modelling of ALT. In particular, it has been proved for the first time how the 3D thermography and ATI computation are useful to map the spatial distribution of ALT at very high resolutions in extreme locations, such as a non-easily accessible rock wall of the Italian Central Alps (Gran Zèbrù South face).

The validated results showed an ALT in 2022 with >95% of frequency between 150 and 200 and an average value of 228 cm. Compared to the previous year 2021, we modelled an average ALT increase of 29.3 cm. Classical models (Stefano’s solution) underestimated the ALT of almost one order of magnitude and the ALT computation with TDDa resulted to be even thinner than the use of RS TDD. The proposed model is also in contrast to the distribution of permafrost according to APIM.

Since it is expected that there will be less snowfall on the Alps and that south-faced rock walls will steepen with the air warming, it is extremely important to focus the next studies on the magnitudes of these variables for formation and degradation of permafrost—what will be the equilibrium in the future? Will the little snow cover cool the rocks during winter favoring permafrost formation or anticipate the snowmelt (long-lasting RS warming) favoring permafrost degradation?

Judging from the ALT variability in just 2 consecutive years, we would expect sudden rock mass wasting on this rock wall as thermal regime consequence that will be a serious risk for the alpine tourism of this area. This would expect similar risks, even low-resolution but widespread UAV surveys on alpine ridges could be treated as mosaic pieces of the same monitoring network that will be addressed to a spatially continuous risk map/scenario, useful for mountaineering and infrastructures.
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